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Anne White has been teaching Egyptian dance for over
15 years. She teaches in primary schools at Key Stages 2
and 3. She founded Planet Egypt, an organisation that
promotes Oriental dance and is a resource centre and
community meeting point.

This article aims to raise awareness of this dance and
offers a simple class plan that can be used as a basic
two-hour introduction to the dance.

Aims:

• To count rhythms.

• To learn basic steps and three main types of movement.

• To incorporate framing of movements.

• To learn and perform a choreography.

• To review aspects of Arabic culture.

INTRODUCTION
Belly dance is a generic term used to describe the female
solo dances of the Middle East. The term originated in the
late 1800s when shows featuring artists from ‘The Orient’
were staged in Europe and America. The costume that we
associate with belly dance was created by Hollywood in
the 1940s. A lot of the Western perception of the dance
has been influenced by Orientalists, i.e. those who pro-
mote the exoticism of the East.

There are clear differences between the dances of the
Middle East that people call ‘belly dance’ but they often
share elements of style and commercial setting influenced
by the West. But there were, and are, quite separate ‘tra-
ditional’ dance forms indigenous to different countries in
the Middle East. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

• Ancient Egyptian art depicts dance as entertainment
and as part of religious rites and ceremonies. 

• From the tenth to the fifteenth centuries, Islamic rule
connected Spain to the current Arab world and
beyond. Islamic courts helped to develop and unite
dancers and music.

• European colonialism had a major impact on politics
and culture throughout the region, often causing the
collapse of the social fabric supporting dance as a
profession. Dance in Egypt and much of the Middle
East was gradually commercialised as it became part
of the European economy and was influenced by for-
eign values. 

CONCEPTS OF MOVEMENT IN RAQS SHARQI 
In female Egyptian dance the centre of gravity and power,
and the focus of energy, lies in the area between the solar
plexus and the lower abdomen. All movements ultimately
begin and end at this point. The use of torso and hips
emphasises intricate movements of joints and spine, with
the legs supporting these movements. 

CLASS PLAN FOR KEY STAGE 3 AND ABOVE
USING THE MAIN TYPES OF MOVEMENT 
(TWO HOURS)
This plan is for boys and girls and allows for drama and
role play if appropriate, e.g. sourcing characters from the
class: bride, bridesmaid, groom, etc.

CD: Delta Festival No 2: Halewa Arusa (The Beautiful
Bride)
This track has three clearly defined sections which represents
the three main categories of movement. The song is repeti-
tive with a distinct melody which can be easily identified.

Note: Cultural awareness can be explored as Arabic wed-
dings are very different to European weddings.

Warm up
Using weight shifts through feet and knees and move-
ments with circular patterns

Rhythm
Clapping beats out of eight.  Every beat, every other beat,
and mathematical variations. Identifying empty beats.
Counting and playing with the rhythm and melody. Testing of
rhythmic patterns using percussive beats (fractions e.g. 3/4). 

Three main types of movement

• Locomotive movements manoeuvre the body in
space. Movements can be combined with fluid or
sharp movements. Class practise walking with small
steps and double weight shifts (123 walk left right left,
right left right). This is similar to the dance in the
Wizard of Oz ‘We’re off to see the wizard…’ Class
works collectively together.

• Fluid movements express the melody and have a
geometric nature (i.e. circles or parts thereof) and can
be expressed using limbs or torso. Class are asked to
imagine they are dancing under water; they are quite
static and movements are slow and big. Hip circles,
shoulder circles. Class works as individuals within a
group.
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• Sharp movements in the joints punctuate and
express the rhythm, using quick shifts of energy from
one part of the body to another part.  Bus stop –
standing with all your weight on one leg then changing
to the other leg – and hip drops – contracting waist
muscles to lift leg into the hip by contraction then
releasing. Class works as individuals within a group.

Once a movement is learned, develop it in a different way,
e.g. learn to turn with it, doing big and slow, small and
fast, etc.

Arms (framing)
Explore shapes found in everyday life, e.g. diamonds,
windscreen wipers, yo-yos, trees, dolly arms, karate
chops.

Develop choreography in musical phrases with relevant
movement categories, eventually getting class to execute
choreography by themselves.

Cultural information
Wedding processions (zaffas) are a common feature of
Arabic weddings, as are zagaruttas – loud ululations. As
an incentive to the class this can be introduced as a
concept and then taught at the end of the session if
appropriate.

HOW CAN YOU CHOOSE FROM THE VARIOUS
DANCE STYLES?
In the UK the general category of ‘Middle Eastern dance’
includes a wide range of styles, from belly dance/oriental
dance, Arabic dance, cabaret, tribal, Turkish, Tunisian,
Algerian and others, to ‘old-school’ forms rooted in tradi-
tional Egyptian movement and music. 

There are resources available to help you choose.
Established organisations that provide teaching and train-
ing include:

• The Raqs Sharqi Society specialises in traditional
movement and music, rural, urban and classical
dances of Egypt, history and culture: 
www.raqssharqisociety.org

• The Josephine Wise Academy of Arabic Dance
(JWAAD): www.jwaad.com

• Afra al Kahira (ASMED) : www.afraalkahira.com

RESOURCES
Music

• Delta Festival No 2 -Halewa Arusa  - ‘The Beautiful Bride’

Books

• H R P Dickson (c. 1951)The Arab of the Desert, George Allen
& Unwin

• Irena Lexova (1935/2003) Ancient Egyptian Dances, Dover
Publications

DVDs

• Rachel Brice (2007) Belly Dance: Arms and Posture,
Universal Music Operations

For complete beginners:

• TEJAL: Discover the Belly Dancer in You; Volume 1 for the
beginner, available from Aladdins Cave www.aladdinscave.com 

• Eva Green’s Bellydance for Beginners/Improvers DVD

For something cultural:

• Aisha Ali, Dances of Egypt, available through the Raqs
Sharqi Society, DVD/VHS PAL

• Galit Mersand, A Course in Belly Dance, available from
www.galitmersand.com/DVD.html

Anne White’s website can be found at www.planetegypt.co.uk

This article was written with contributions from:
Siouxsie Cooper, www.bellydancesouthwest.com/
siouxsie_bio.html

A collaboration between Birmingham City Council and
the University of Birmingham has resulted in the publi-
cation of Improving Participation of Muslim Girls in PE
and School Sport: Shared Practical Guidance from
Birmingham Schools 2008. Birmingham is England’s
second largest city, with a diverse and growing Muslim
population. The guidance was developed in response to
increased parental withdrawal of Muslim girls from
physical education in 2007–2008.

The guidance is based on data gathered through con-
sultation with: head teachers, PE teachers, parents and
children from Birmingham primary, secondary and
Muslim schools; Madrasses (supplementary schools for
the Muslim community); leaders from the Muslim
Council of Great Britain; the Association for Physical
Education; the National Dance Teachers Association;
and Birmingham leisure service providers.

The publication is divided into three sections: clarifica-
tion of Islamic and cultural requirements; aspects of
good practice – relevant features common to successful
schools; and a final section focusing on areas of great-
est concern with positive recommendations built on
good practice evident in the city.

The guidance can be downloaded free from the NDTA
website at www.ndta.org.u
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